Naive Bayes Optimization Based On Particle Swarm Optimization to Predict the Decision of Insurance Customer Candidate
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Abstract:
In order to deal with business competition and increase the company's revenue, both company leaders and management in a company are required to be able to make the right decisions in determining the sales strategy. To be able to do this, companies need a large amount of information to be analyzed further. The company executive expects technology that can produce information that is ready to be used to assist them in making corporate strategic decisions. They want to know what products should be improved, how much the results obtained by the company will be achieved. To meet the needs of entrepreneurs above, there are many ways that can be pursued. One of them is by utilizing corporate data. Based on the identification of the problems that have been described, the problem is formulated as follows: how the optimization results for the Naive Bayes algorithm based on Particle Swarm Optimization, how to build a prototype to predict customer data by using the appropriate data mining classification method. This study aims to recommend a prototype of the data mining classification method for potential customer predictive data in offering an existing product based on data mining classification method, namely the Naïve Bayes algorithm based on Particle Swarm Optimization. This study, if viewed from the form of data and information that is managed, this research is classified as a quantitative type of research. Quantitative research is a research whose hypothesis can be tested by statistical techniques. This method is used when conducting quality testing using the k-fold cross validation method (k = 10) which displays the value of accuracy, precision, recall, ROC for each method that is compared. The results of application development and model performance measurement will be explained in this section. Application development will be discussed in testing to show that the results of the application are made as expected. Whereas in the measurement of model performance will be explained the results of the model performance measurement for the analysis of potential customers and potential customers not to be offered insurance products at PT. XYZ by using Naive Bayes based on Particle Swarm Optimization, the results obtained in the algorithm that has been optimized are made an application developed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The many data linkages and information needs to make the completion of business fields and infrastructure support in the department of informatics engineering become the origin of the emergence of datamining technology. The application of data mining techniques is expected to shorten the conclusions process, enabling companies to maintain information stored in consumer data and as a contemporary view. Through the views obtained, companies can increase their income and in the end in the future the company can compete with other companies.
Classification techniques in determining potential customers or not potential to be offered by existing insurance products, are already using the Naive Bayes algorithm based on Particle Swarm Optimization [7] but the results obtained are not optimal so that there are still opportunities to produce better results. The Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm can maximize the results of Naive Bayes in predicting the decisions of prospective insurance customers.

The data used for the optimization process is the product offering data owned by PT. XYZ. Application of the datamining process using the JAVA application. Data mining is the process of finding interesting and hidden patterns from a large collection of data stored in a database, data warehouse, or other data storage[9]. Data mining also has meaning as part of the process of mining knowledge in a database known as Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD)[9].

Nowadays, the major industries in the industry that are engaged in the insurance business have other ways to market their products in addition to the traditional methods that we know so far, namely using telemarketing services. Telemarketing is remote marketing that uses telecommunications technology as part of a regular and structured marketing program. Currently in the telemarketing division, data mining techniques are not yet used. Data mining is a process of data extraction or data filtering by utilizing a large enough data collection through a series of processes to obtain valuable information from the data. The results of the data mining process that will be the basis of whether the customer has the potential or not in taking insurance products. The purpose of this observation is to obtain a more optimal influence for the Naive Bayes algorithm based on Particle Swarm Optimization in predicting candidate decisionsPT. XYZ's insurance customers to determine these customers are potential or not potential to be offered several products in the insurance company PT XYZ.

2. BASIC THEORY AND METHODS

2.1. Insurance

Insurance is an action, mechanism, or business field in which financial protection (or financial compensation) for the soul, property, health and so forth get a replacement from unpredictable events that can occur such as death, loss, damage or sick, which involves paying premiums regularly within a certain period of time instead of a policy that guarantees that protection.

2.2. Data Mining

Data Mining is a method that uses statistical techniques, mathematics, artificial intelligence, machine learning to extract further recognition of useful information and related knowledge from various large databases [10]. Data mining can be realized due to the need to explore knowledge or information from data stored in a lot of value. From some definitions of experts, it can be concluded that data mining is a field of science that studies a series of processes systematically and logically to explore a collection of data in order to obtain a hidden knowledge. The excavation can be in the form of finding patterns in the data.

2.3. CRISP-DM

CRISP-DM is short for the word from Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining. CRISP-DM describes the standardization of data mining compiled by three initiators of the data mining market. Namely Daimler Chrysler (Daimler-Benz), SPSS (ISL), NCR[2] In this methodology, the cycle for data mining processes is divided into 6 stages[8]:

1. Business Understanding

At this stage it focuses on understanding the objectives of the project and the needs of the business perspective, then changing it into a data mining problem and the initial plan to achieve that goal. Activities carried out include: determining objectives and requirements clearly as a whole, translating these objectives and determining restrictions in formulating data mining problems, and then preparing an initial strategy to achieve these goals.

2. Understanding Data

At this stage the data is collected, then study the data with the aim of getting to know the data, identifying and knowing the quality of the data, and detecting interesting subset of data that can be used as hypotheses for hidden information.

3. Data preparation

At this stage preparations are made regarding the data to be used in the next stage. The activities carried out include: selecting the cases and parameters to be analyzed (Select Data), transforming certain parameters (Transformation), and cleaning the data so that the data is ready for the stage of Cleaning.

4. Modelling

At this stage the determination of data mining techniques, data mining tools, and data mining algorithms will be applied. Then next is to implement the data mining techniques and algorithms to the data.
with the help of tools. If data adjustments are needed for certain data mining techniques, you can return to the data preparation stage.

5. Evaluation

Interpret the results of data mining generated in the modeling process. Interpret the results of the data mining generated in the modeling process in the previous stage. Evaluation is carried out on the model applied in the previous stage with the aim that the model determined can be in accordance with the objectives to be achieved in the first stage in the previous stage. Evaluation is carried out on the model applied in the previous stage with the aim that the model determined can be in accordance with the objectives to be achieved in the first stage.

6. Deployment

Conducting a report on the results obtained from the evaluation in the previous stage or from the data mining process carried out as a whole.

2.4. Naive Bayes Algorithm

Bayes theorem discovered by Thomas Bayes in the 18th century is a very rapid and conventional Bayesian Learning pattern. This problem stems from the Bayes theorem and the freedom hypothesis, giving rise to statistical classifiers based on possibilities. This is a conventional technique and must be used before trying a more complex pattern. The Naive Bayes classification is interpreted so that there are or not certain characters from an interaction category with the characteristics of other categories[14].

The Naive Bayes algorithm formula is as follows:

$$P(H|X) = \frac{P(X|H) \cdot P(H)}{P(X)}$$

Information:

X: Category of sample data (sought)
H: The theory specifically sought
P (H | X): Probability theory based on sample data
P (H): Probability of theory H (prior probability)
P (X | H): Probability of X based on the condition of the sample data
P (X): Probability

2.5. Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)\(^{[13]}\) is an outline optimization method introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a type of intelligence algorithm derived from the behavior of foraging birds\(^{[11]}\). Based on research on the behavior of flocks of birds and fish, each particle in Particle Swarm Optimization has a moving particle speed in the tracking space and a dynamic rate adjusted to their historical character. Therefore, the component has a trend to move towards a better income area during the inspection process\(^{[7]}\). Optimization can be interpreted as a framework to maximize an existing problem, or design and build optimally. Although PSO is used in a variety of applications, PSO still has limitations in the training phase. Compared to Genetic Algorithm, PSO requires faster time in obtaining solutions, has a high ability in finding the best solution.

2.6. XAMPP

XAMPP\(^{[12]}\) is the most popular web server application because of its ease of use in building web-based applications. XAMPP is an application that functions as a server and stands alone (localhost) and in it there are several programs including Apache, http server, MySQL, databases and translators written in the PHP and PERL programming languages.

2.7. Evaluation and Validation of the Data Mining Classification Method

Evaluation and validation of classification results with data mining in this study used Confusion Matrix method and Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve.

1. Confusion Matrix

This method only uses matrix tables

2. ROC curve

The ROC curve shows accuracy and compares visual classification. ROC expresses confusion matrix. ROC is a two-dimensional graph with false positives as horizontal lines and true positive as vertical lines\(^{[4]}\). The area under curve (AUC) is calculated to measure the difference in algorithm performance used.
2.8. Hypothesis

1. Allegedly the results obtained will reach a value of more than 83.89% by using the Naive Bayes algorithm based on Particle Swarm Optimization in predicting the decisions of potential or non-potential prospective customers.

2. It is suspected that the computerized system for predicting the prospective decision of potential or non-potential insurance customers can be built using the Naive Bayes algorithm classification method based on Particle Swarm Optimization.

3. SYSTEM METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN

3.1. Research Methods

According to[5] there are four research methods commonly used namely research, experiment, case studies and surveys. In the context of this study using experiments, namely a method carried out by referring to problem solving which includes collecting data, formulating hypotheses, testing hypotheses, interpreting results, and conclusions[6].

3.2. Data Collection Method

The author makes direct observations at PT. XYZ telemarketing division to collect data related to the prediction of sales of insurance products by observing and systematically recording the problems investigated and researching directly on the object to be studied.

3.3. Analysis Techniques

Descriptive analysis technique is carried out to analyze the data to be carried out on the results of data collection with literature studies, interviews and observations to obtain the system requirements specification to be developed. The analysis technique that will be carried out using data mining algorithms include Naive Bayes and Particle Swarm Optimization.

3.4. Design of Classification Process on Prototype

The process that will be designed in the system prototype includes:

1. Import excel data

Import data is done to enter data that will be predicted into the prototype that will be designed. Data format in the form of .csv and / or .xls.

2. Preprocessing

Imported data will be checked by all prototypes to determine the feasibility of processing. The checking process can take the form of checking missing values, different data formats, and others.

3. Prediction Process

After the data is clean, it will predict the test data using the method with the best optimization value that has gone through the stages of the analysis process in the study. The results of the prediction in the form of relevance between the field of work to be taken and the scientific field that has been taken by students, in the prototype stated in Potential and Non-Potential Notation.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Naive Bayes Configuration Matrix algorithm

Figure 1 is a calculation of the accuracy of training data using the Naive Bayes algorithm which produces 83.10% accuracy. The training data is known to consist of 290 data records, 190 data classified as Potential and 100 data predicted Not Potential as customers offered insurance products.

![Figure 1 Naive Bayes Configuration Matrix Algorithm](image)

4.2. Confusion Matrix algorithm Particle Swarm Optimization

Figure 3 is a calculation of training data optimization using the Naive Bayes algorithm that has been optimized using PSO which results in an accuracy of 84.48%. The
training data is known to consist of 290 data records, 190 data classified as Potential and 100 data predicted Not Potential as customers offered insurance products.

4.3. ROC Curve Naive Bayes

The results obtained from ROC processing using training data for the Naive Bayes algorithm of 0.895 can be seen in Figure 5 with the diagnosis level of good classification.

4.4. ROC Curve Particle Swarm Optimization

The results obtained from ROC processing using training data for the Naive Bayes algorithm based on PSO of 0.933 can be seen in Figure 6 with the excellent classification level.

Comparison of the results of the calculation of AUC values for the Naive Bayes and Naive Bayes PSO algorithms can be seen in Table 2.
4.5. Prediction Results

The results of the application of the Naive Bayes PSO rule algorithm to new data are 20 data records where 12 data are predicted to be potential according to the 8 potential data predictions.

![Figure 6 Dashboard Form](image)

Figure 6 Dashboard Form

4.6. Potential Prediction Results

From the results of selected algorithm verification using a web-based application of 20 records obtained by the predicted customers Potential to be offered insurance products as many as 7 people with a percentage of 29.2%.

![Figure 7 Form Potential Details](image)

Figure 7 Form Potential Details

4.7. Non Potential Prediction Results

From the results of selected algorithm verification using a web-based application of 20 records obtained by customers who are predicted to be Not Potential to be offered insurance products as many as 17 people, with a percentage of 70.8%.

![Figure 8 Non Potential Details Form](image)

Figure 8 Non Potential Details Form

4.8. Prototype Functional Testing with Blackbox

The test is carried out with the aim to find out whether the application is built in accordance with the functional expected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kelas Uji</th>
<th>Butir Uji</th>
<th>Jenis Pengujian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File Upload</td>
<td>Pilih File</td>
<td>Black Box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upload File</td>
<td>Black Box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dashboard</td>
<td>Lihat Grafik</td>
<td>Black Box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User</td>
<td>list user</td>
<td>Black Box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tambah user</td>
<td>Black Box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delete user</td>
<td>Black Box</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusions

From performance measurement by comparing the two algorithms that have been done, it can be concluded that:

1. The Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm has a high accuracy rate of 84.48% while Naive Bayes is 83.10%, the difference between them is only 1%. Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm model has AUC of 0.933 and Naive Bayes of 0.895, of the AUC value, Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm is included in the category of excellent classification and Naive Bayes good classification, the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm can be implemented in determining potential insurance customers.

2. The rule generated by the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm is applied in the prototype prediction of prospective insurance customers with the results of optimization of prototype verification testing of 73.12%. Based on the accuracy produced by the prototype shows that the methods and prototypes applied are good in predicting prospective insurance customers.
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